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Biomedical Optics

Optoelectronic neural network offers packet
switching reliability
by Sunny Bains

Biomedical Imaging

Using diffractiveoptical elementsto provide inputs to analog neural networks,
researchershave demonstrated a highly reliableschedulerfor telecommunications
switching. Though the technologyis stilltoo slow and bulky for applications,researchers
Training at Yuba Community say further integrationand developmentcould make it commerciallyviable.The project
is a collaborationbetween British Telecom Laboratories(Ipswich,UK) and Heriot-Watt
College
Univ. (Edinburgh, UK).
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A basic problemin communicationsis how to route information from one person to
another. As the data comes in from one channel, it has to be steered through a clear path
to its destination.This is straightforward-- except that many other signals have to be
routed simultaneously.Figuringout the best way to accommodate as many channels as
possibleis computationallydifficult,so engineershave been looking for other options.
Neural networks, with their abilityto quicklyadapt to changing circumstances,are
regarded as a promising technology;however, the problemis how to provide the huge
amount of communicationrequired between each of the neurons (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The neural network packet scheduler. First, the network receives
"requests" for a particular destination, based on the headers for the packets
at the front of each queue. Each of these requests increases the activity of
the neuron controllingthe particular switch that would enable that route. The
neural network comes in because activity of any neuron in a particular row
or column inhibitsthat of the other neurons, so only one switch will be
activated and the others will be suppressed.
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The BT/Heriot-Watt team came up with a simple diffractive-optics-based solution of
free-space interconnects(Figure 2). The neural network schedulersuccessfullyfound
the optimalrouting in almost everycase. The team is now lookingat implementingit
using integratedsmart-pixelstructures, and optimizingthe time constant of the neurons
used to improvespeed.

Figure 2. The winner-take-all neural function is implemented by having each
neuron broadcast a beam from a vertical-cavity surface-emittinglaser
(VCSEL) to all the others in its row and column. The more light falls on a
neuron, the less able the neuron is to fire itself. Eventually, only nonblocking
routes survive.

Sunny Bains is a scientistand writer based in London, UK.
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